
Spazzo Ray and Juanita 
 
While I was helping to put on courses, I wasn’t the registrar yet. Truus did that. But I spent a lot 
of time on the early courses, everyone did. Supporting, doing things behind the scenes.. Carried 
my little baby around with me. Later I put my daughter in a playgroup, and my son went to the 
Children’s School. I went to all of the performances. Cooked in the kitchens cleaned. I did what I 
could so I could be there. 
 
We were encouraged to practice as much as we could and for me as a  new mother, this was 
really hard. To find at least one hour a day set aside for practicing was a huge commitment.  
 
When Lili, my little daughter, began crawling, she would follow me around all day long.  I would 
occasionally lock myself in my bathroom so I could practice for 15 minutes. Poor little thing, she 
hunted for me, knocking on the door trying to come in. That didn’t last for long. I had to find 
creative ways to practice. I found ways to practice, but it was always a struggle.  
 
Somewhere into the first year of GC life, a young guitarist came on the 3rd course. His name 
was Ralph Gorga. Later on, we were sometimes known as Spazzo Ray and Juanita.   
 
Spazzo Ray & Juanita came together during a Level III. I didn’t have a room to practice in. I 
found a room that was a remnant of an unfinished construction project, which had become a 
cleaning closet with a window and a toilet. I claimed the space. 
 
Juanita could do things and play things that I couldn’t. Whenever I was with Spazzo Ray it was 
play and laughter and joy. He didn’t judge the fact that I didn’t really know anything about music, 
he helped me. He smiled and he would show me little things. Somehow the fun of it all made it 
so much more accessible. And I was getting my hour of practice in. 
 
SR & J became an entity when he began practicing this crazy run up the neck of the guitar in 
the bathroom/closet. He taught me this bass line that was in ⅞ and asked me to just keep 
cycling it. It was good practice for me. Then, things got out of hand. He started to really go wild. 
Playing more notes and runs that were just hilarious. I couldn’t stop laughing and the more I 
laughed the more he invented crazier patterns. We both were splitting our sides, but we were 
serious at the same time. He invented more bass lines, and we exchanged solos. I had never 
had this experience of improvising and writing music on the guitar before this.  We agreed on a 
form and kept playing it because it was so much fun. We played it for a few other crafties. They 
heard us laughing, so they wanted us to perform it. But we couldn’t nail it, especially because 
Spazzo had written himself an impossible line to play. But Spazzo Ray & Juanita were born. 
 
Robert asked us the name of the piece. We called it “Spasm for Juanita”.  One evening, Robert 
did one of these practice sessions after dinner which were always entertaining. Often new music 
would be invented. But I think we were getting ready for a challenge on the road. Robert turned 
off the lights. Then he called out, “Spasm for Juanita”. We gasped! We couldn’t play this in the 
daylight, let alone in the dark. 



 
But somehow we managed enough of it to become part of the set list for the upcoming tour. 


